Choosing the right education has become crucial if you want to have a successful career. One of the strengths of this program is its teaching faculty. Being a part of this course in IMT Mines Alès is like paying for an exclusive world tour. IMT Mines Alès is comprised of different people from different nationalities which makes it a global community for diverse learning. The relationship between faculties and student is very cordial, which gave me an opportunity to excel in my area of interest.

Mr Hiran MOHAN • MBA in RH and Marketing • Indian student, 37 years old

“Wonderful experience and really happy to be a part of IMT Mines Alès. Extra-ordinary support from the teaching and non-teaching staff. Good infrastructure and it is highly appreciable that we are having sessions with the professors of top universities around the world. I strongly recommend this institution to build your career.”

Mr Rino Sekhar RAJASEKHARAN • Bachelor of Technology in Electronics & Communication Engineering • Indian student, 28 years old

“As a Disaster management Student in IMT MINES ALES, the course is the balance between academic learning, risk management, crisis management and human welfare. How a society can achieve development by improving mitigation against a hazardous situation, how logistics play an important role in humanitarian aid, all these aspects of disaster/crisis management are explained by eminent personalities from NGO’s and other peace keeping organizations. These interactions with international experts provide a great opportunity for students in enlarging their thoughts and imagination. So proud to be a part of it.”

Mr Rajesh RAVEENDRAN • Bachelor of Business Administration • Indian student, 22 years old

“Masters in damage is a unique course very few colleges are providing and IMT Mines Alès is providing good classes well experienced professors are from different country to take class for different subjects and maximum support from university.”

Mr ABDUL SAMAD • Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering • Indian student, 22 years old

“Being a part of this course in IMT Mines Alès is like know your own individuality. Taking admissions into IMT Mines Alès is like paying for an exclusive world tour. IMT Mines Alès is comprised of different people from different nationalities which makes it a global community for diverse learning. The relationship between faculties and student is very cordial, which gave me an opportunity to excel in my area of interest.”

Mr Alik AKHUNDOV • Dual Degree MBA English sector, Master degree • Azerbaijani student, 23 years old

“Master Disaster Management DAMAGE teaches me to see a world better with low risks. This Master taught me management over complicated disasters. It explained the things to me I knew, but with Why’s. Everything from physical phenomena that I recognized but I didn’t understand why it happened. Master Disaster Management DAMAGE educates people safety management with the successful implementation.”

Mr Sandraqueen OGAH • Bachelor of Science in Laboratory sciences Medical • Iranian student, 43 years old

“The master DAMAGE is the best thing to happen all the participants, highly educative, informative, and poses lots of potential.”

Mr Rino Sekhar RAJASEKHARAN • Bachelor of Technology in Electronics & Communication Engineering • Indian student, 28 years old

“As a Disaster management Student in IMT MINES ALES, the course is the balance between academic learning, risk management, crisis management and human welfare. How a society can achieve development by improving mitigation against a hazardous situation, how logistics play an important role in humanitarian aid, all these aspects of disaster/crisis management are explained by eminent personalities from NGO’s and other peace keeping organizations. These interactions with international experts provide a great opportunity for students in enlarging their thoughts and imagination. So proud to be a part of it.”

Mrs Azar SHARBATDARALAIE • Bachelor’s Degree in Laboratory sciences Medical • Iranian student, 43 years old

“Studying master DAMAGE in IMT MINES has wined my perspective and has given me an idea of the importance of Damage and Disaster in today days and future. I am very grateful to be a part of this university.”

Mr Sandoop SASIDHARAN • Bachelor of Technology In Mechanical Engineering • Indian student, 28 years old

“Master in Disaster Management, a perfect unique course to strategize our idea about natural and anthropogenic disasters. Expert faculties makes the course diverse. It will be very helpful for me to build future career.”

Mr Nithin JOSEPH • Bachelor Com • Indian student, 21 years old

“As a student of Disaster Management, the course is wonderfully designed and handled by the staff’s. The course opens a wide range of chance to interact with eminent personalities from different NGOs and other organizations.”

Mr Hafiz MIRZAGHAYEV • Environment and the Oil Industry, Master’s degree • Azerbaijani student, 32 years old

“Why did I choose the Master DAMAGE program? First of all, because of the personal approach. As an engineer with several years of work experience in the Energy Industry, I was looking for an appropriate master’s program to develop my knowledge and skills, especially those related to risk and crisis management. The modern world depends on the energy industry and any kind of interruptions can negatively affect our lives. My goal is to become an expert on Business continuity, Risks, and Crisis Management fields and help people build a more resilient world. Nowadays, choosing the right education has become crucial if you want to have a successful career. One of the strengths of this program is its teaching staff: professors, invited from leading universities around the world, top experts from major international organizations, NGOs and from the biggest companies. Master DAMAGE enables you not only to gain expertise in some kind of subjects but also to be part of a stimulating international community.”

Mr Alik AKHUNDOV • Dual Degree MBA English sector, Master degree • Azerbaijani student, 23 years old

“Master Disaster Management DAMAGE teaches me to see a world better with low risks. This Master taught me management over complicated disasters. It explained the things to me I knew, but with Why’s. Everything from physical phenomena that I recognized but I didn’t understand why it happened. Master Disaster Management DAMAGE educates people safety management with the successful implementation.”

Mrs Azar SHARBATDARALAIE • Bachelor’s Degree in Laboratory sciences Medical • Iranian student, 43 years old

“Studying master DAMAGE in IMT MINES has wined my perspective and has given me an idea of the importance of Damage and Disaster in today days and future. I am very grateful to be a part of this university.”

Mr Sandoop SASIDHARAN • Bachelor of Technology In Mechanical Engineering • Indian student, 28 years old

“Master in Disaster Management, a perfect unique course to strategize our idea about natural and anthropogenic disasters. Expert faculties makes the course diverse. It will be very helpful for me to build future career.”

Mr Nithin JOSEPH • Bachelor Com • Indian student, 21 years old

“As a student of Disaster Management, the course is wonderfully designed and handled by the staff’s. The course opens a wide range of chance to interact with eminent personalities from different NGOs and other organizations.”

Mr Hafiz MIRZAGHAYEV • Environment and the Oil Industry, Master’s degree • Azerbaijani student, 32 years old

“Why did I choose the Master DAMAGE program? First of all, because of the personal approach. As an engineer with several years of work experience in the Energy Industry, I was looking for an appropriate master’s program to develop my knowledge and skills, especially those related to risk and crisis management. The modern world depends on the energy industry and any kind of interruptions can negatively affect our lives. My goal is to become an expert on Business continuity, Risks, and Crisis Management fields and help people build a more resilient world. Nowadays, choosing the right education has become crucial if you want to have a successful career. One of the strengths of this program is its teaching staff: professors, invited from leading universities around the world, top experts from major international organizations, NGOs and from the biggest companies. Master DAMAGE enables you not only to gain expertise in some kind of subjects but also to be part of a stimulating international community.”